
SPACE
Blast off on a journey through our 
universe and beyond, and discover  
the secrets of space. Meet space 
scientists, gaze at the stars and  
enjoy some sci-fi fun.

Glasgow Science Centre is a registered charity SC030809

MAINS 
All items £6.50, £10 with a beer or pop Prosecco, 
or £8 with a soft drink   (v) - vegetarian | (vg) - vegan | (gf) - gluten free

Slow cooked Asian pulled pork bun with ginger, five spice and Lopburi slaw, served  
with chilli sweet potato fries

gluten | milk  
sesame | fish

Sweet and sour chicken with mixed peppers and spring onions served with rice  
and prawn crackers* (gf)

 egg | *sulphites 
*crustaceans

Bhaji burger - vegetarian burger with Indian spices served in a brioche bun and topped 
with raita and red onion, mango chutney and sweet potato fries on the side (v)

gluten | egg 
milk

 Three bean vegan burrito wrapped in a flour tortilla served with sweet potato fries (vg) gluten | mustard

SIDES
Loaded sweet potato fries with cheese, chillies and garlic mayo (v) (gf) £4.00 egg | milk

Fries (vg) (gf) £2.00 no allergens

Sweet potato fries (vg) (gf) £2.50 no allergens

DIPS 
Garlic mayo (egg) (v) (gf) | Sweet chilli (sesame) (vg) (gf) | BBQ (vg) (gf)

£1.00 see individual 
dips for allergens

COCKTAILS 
All £5.50

NOSTROMO 
Peach Schnapps | Stolichnaya Vodka | Cranberry Juice | Orange Juice

SERENITY 
Stolichnaya Vodka | Blue Curaçao | Orange Juice

LIBERATOR 
Bacardi White Rum | Elderflower Pressé | Popaball Droppers

X-WING 
Eristoff Wildberry Vodka | Blue Curaçao | Martini Rosso | Orange Juice

SLAVE I 
Spiced Rum | Banana Liqueur | Lime Juice | Soda Water

SHARE YOUR FINDINGS:

NÖEL 30 NOVEMBER
In our final Late of the year, we get festive.  
Start your Christmas party here!



SHOWS
Destination Space (35 mins)
Do astronauts grow taller in space? What is puffy 
faced bird leg syndrome? Join our exploration into 
the effects of space travel, and the reality of living 
and working on the International Space Station.
Show times: 18.15, 19.45, 21.15 
Floor 1, Science Show Theatre

A Journey through the Solar System 
with Áine O’Brien (20 mins)
Join Martian meteorite researcher Aine O’Brien 
from the University of Glasgow on a journey 
across the solar system, through the eyes of our 
exploratory missions. Learn about the incredible 
discoveries we’ve made on Mars thanks to NASA’s 
rovers, find out how we managed to land on a 
comet, and discover just how much the recent  
New Horizons mission revolutionised our 
understanding of Pluto.
Show times: 18.30, 19.15, 20.15, 21.00 
Floor 1, Planetarium

Meet local experts and discover Scotland’s world-leading role in 
space exploration, or connect with the cosmos in our Planetarium. 
Drop into our workshops to make-and-take a bit of space home 
and boogie the night away in the intergalactic silent disco. 
All activities are included in your ticket, but some may be very popular so get 
there early to avoid disappointment. We also have food and drink to purchase 
throughout the building: why not tuck into some of our delicious street food and 
cocktails at Taste café on the ground floor, or try a gin from our Alba Gin Bar. Our 
café will serve food until 9.45pm so please be sure to get there in good time if  
you need to refuel. 

WELCOME TO  
SCIENCE LATES

LIVE PANEL DISCUSSION
Space Ports, Satellites, and Scotland: 
What does the future hold? (40 mins)
Join planetary scientist Dr Luke Daly and our expert 
panel as we delve into the world of cutting-edge 
space research, discover how vital small satellites 
are to our everyday life and discuss how Space Ports 
will change the Scottish space industry. 
Panel: Robert Garner (Mission Analyst, UK Space 
Agency), Dr Ciara McGrath, (Aerospace Engineer, 
University of Strathclyde), Nicola Walker (Engineer, 
Skyrora). 
Tweet your questions to @GSC1 #ScienceLates
19.00: How will Space Ports change the Scottish 
Space Industry?  
20.00: What role does Scotland play in Space  
Research and Innovation?  
21.00: How does space exploration affect our  
life on Earth?

Ground Floor, Auditorium

SIGN UP WORKSHOPS
Space-pod Drop
Ready for a challenge? Design a pod to deliver your 
astronaut safely back to Earth! 
Workshop times: 18.15, 19.00, 19.45, 20.30, 21.15 
Floor 2 

Face painting 
Release your inner child and express yourself with 
some space on your face! 
18.00–21.30 
Floor 3 - Sign up early to avoid disappointment

Listening to Einstein’s Universe:  
The Search for Gravitational Waves
Investigate how the discovery of gravitational 
waves has opened a new window on the universe. 
Scientists at the University of Glasgow have played 
a leading role in this new field, and have pioneered 
some of the remarkable technological innovations.
Floor 1, The Hive

JetX: 3D Printing Jet Engines
JetX engineering are revolutionising aerospace 
education through jet engine innovation. Meet the 
team and take a look at their 3D printed engine 
parts for their first engine, X- Plorer 1.
Floor 1, The Hive

Starlight: A Global Mission  
in UV Protection
Your mission is to protect astronauts from the 
harmful effects of UV light. Experiment with 
different materials to discover which blocks UV  
light the best with the Royal Society of Chemistry.
Floor 1, The Hive

A Breakthrough in Exoplanet Hunting
The search for planets outside our solar system is 
at the cutting edge of astronomy. We need the most 
accurate instruments ever made. Join experts from 
Heriot Watt University and discover how scientists 
are making these instruments. 
Floor 1, Outside Science Show Theatre

Astronomy for all: Astronomical Society 
of Glasgow
Come and meet the members of the Astronomical 
Society of Glasgow and find out how you can get 
involved in amateur astronomy. 
Floor 1, Space Zone

Space... and All That Junk
Space is big. But the part of it that we use for Earth 
orbital activity...? Not so much. Will hubris lead us 
to a catastrophe thoroughly of our own making, or 
will our inventiveness give us an out?
Floor 2, Meet The Expert Area

GSC Shop 
Don’t forget to stop by our new shiny shop to pick 
up one of our gifts, gizmos and gadgets to take 
home with you.
18.00–22.30 
Ground Floor

DROP IN WORKSHOPS
Space Junk 
Be an engineer for the evening and learn about 
how satellites stay safe in space using LEGO® 

MINDSTORMS®  to simulate the orbital motion  
of satellites around the Earth.
18.00-19.30, 20.00-21.30  
Floor 2, The Studio

Laser Cutting: Planet Pendants
Drop in to our laser cutting workshop and  
cut your own Planet or Moon pendant to  
take home.
18.00–20.00, 20.30–21.30 
Floor 2, The Lab

JUST FOR FUN
Nebula in a Jar
Design your own little bit of space to take home  
in a miniature jar. 
18.00–22.00 
Floor 1, Workshop Area

Intergalactic Silent Disco
Kick off your weekend and get your boogie on  
with our cosmic beats.
19.30–22.15 
Ground Floor, Clyde Suite

UK Garrison
Selfies are a must for any Star Wars fans. 
Around the floors

SCIENCE ON THE SPOT
3D Printer in Action
Watch as our 3D printer custom builds a set of 
model replica rockets. 
18.00–22.00 
Floor 2, Build It Area

Pinwheel Galaxy Make and Take 
Drop in, learn about the beautiful Pinwheel Galaxy 
of Ursa Major and make a pinwheel of your own  
to take home.

Floor 2

MEET THE EXPERT
Meteorites: Meteor-right/ 
Meteor-wrong?
Can you guess which sample(s) is an actual 
meteorite? Get hands-on with out-of-this-world 
meteorite samples and interact with planetary 
scientists from the University of Glasgow. 
Floor 1, The Hive


